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Established in 2003, we have grown to be among 
the leading engineering service providers with the 
objective of protecting the environment and life at 
sea.  

Our core services consist:
. Classification of ships and other marine structures
. Statutory certification
. Environmental services under various schemes
. Independent engineering services
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Through our research and development, we combine 
technical knowledge and digital solutions that focus 
on our mission to enhance safety of life, property and 
the environment at sea through the provisions of ship’s 
classification, statutory certification and emissions 
verification having quality oriented services and applying 
recognized standards with sound technical judgment. 

As a modern classification society, we provide clever 
solutions, beyond class in a competent manner.

Dromon Bureau of Shipping
who we are



Dromon Bureau of Shipping

classification

What we do
Classification of ships and other marine floating structures is carried out 
according to the requirements specified in our Rules and Guidelines.  Our Rules 
cover classification of all sea-going ship types, inland waterways ships and other 
floating structures.  Surveys include ship’s hull, machinery, electrical plants as well 
as refrigerated cargo installations.

How we do it
Through a network of exclusive surveyors, we 
provide on time services, so your ship is always in 
compliance with our Rules and Guidelines. We are 
dedicated in assuring timely compliance and ready 
to assist you in any technical matter by identifying 
potential problems. We confirm compliance through 
a regular survey scheme, the issuance of our 
Certificate of Classification and the ship’s entry into 
our Registry Book.
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Why DromonClass
We hold knowledge that is available in the form 
of personnel expertise, standards, databases 
and competent network of surveyors ensuring 
adequate presence in major ports.  We can guide 
and assist you to advance safety and improve 
operational performance of your ship as well 
as provide best options to meet the regulatory, 
technical and commercial requirements.



What we do
We are authorized by various flag Administrations to 
act on their behalf for conducting surveys and issue 
certificates.  We carry out surveys and issue statutory 
certificates in accordance with the IMO Conventions, 
Codes as well as national requirements pertaining 
to ship safety and the prevention of marine pollution.

We can certify your ship’s compliance with all 
international regulation such as:
. Safety: SOLAS, HSC Code, SPS Code
. Pollution Prevention: MARPOL, BWMC
. Management: ISM Code, ISPS Code, MLC
. International Convention on Load Lines
. International Convention on Tonnage Measurement 

Dromon Bureau of Shipping

statutory certification

How we do it
Through our network of exclusive surveyors, we 
render services committed to the higher standards of 
safety, integrity and quality.  We ensure compliance 
with specified requirements through periodical 
surveys and the issuance of the appropriate 
certificate.

Why DromonClass
We are committed to safeguard compliance with 
all statutory regulations. Acknowledging that our 
industry has a complex regulatory framework we 
can help you in the interpretation of international 
and national regulations.  Understanding that cost 
effective service is important, we can support you in 
developing a survey scheme that is flexible based on 
your ships’ operational area and number of port calls.  
Our database with Port State Control deficiencies 
can assist you identifying potential problems based 
on your ship’s area of operation.  We have developed 
a PSC Preventive Inspection Scheme aiming identify 
potential deficiencies that may cause delays or non-
compliance issues.
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What we do
We are among the first Organizations to be accredited 
under the ISO 14065 and provide worldwide 
services related to Regulation (EU) 2015/757 on 
the monitoring, reporting and verification of carbon 
dioxide emissions from maritime transport (known as 
the EU-MRV Regulation).  We also provide services 
for the IMO Data Collection System (IMO DCS) on 
behalf of various flag Administrations.  Since both 
IMO DCS and EU MRV Regulation have a number of 
similarities by choosing us as your single Verification 
Body, the verification process can take place at 
one audit using the same source of data therefore, 
reducing the regulatory burden.  On behalf of Clean 
Shipping Index, we can provide verification services 
for the environmental parameters emitted and 
produced from your fleet.  Data such as greenhouse 
gases, sulphur oxides, nitrogen oxides, chemicals and 
wastes harmful to the marine environment are enter 
to the index and verified by us.

Dromon Bureau of Shipping

environmental

How we do it
We have developed a worldwide team of competent 
Verifiers that can provide services under any 
scheme.  We have streamlined procedures to ensure 
compliance under any scheme without the need to 
duplicate information.

Why DromonClass
Been involved from day one on EU MRV Regulation 
we have developed extensive experience in the 
verification of environmental parameters.  Our Verifiers 
have the necessary expertise and can assist you to 
ensure compliance from development to application 
under any environmental scheme.
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Dromon Bureau of Shipping

digital solutions

What we do
We have developed our own platform that you can 
utilize to get 24/7 access to your fleet.  Through our 
platform you can retrieve general information of 
your fleet, download copies of issued certificates 
and approved manuals, review recommendations/ 
classification memos, download a complete survey 
status report and download copies of all Port State 
Control inspection reports.

How we do it
The platform is free to all our clients and is developed 
to assist you in every day operations.  Through the 
platform you can request surveys, get comprehensive 
reports with recommendations and Port State Control 
deficiencies so you know your ship’s profile and 
prepare in advance.

Why DromonClass
We are among the limited Classification Societies to 
have developed such a platform for our clients.  We 
don’t embrace digitalization for digitalization sake, 
but we aim to assist you in every day operations.  The 
platform is developed as a tool to make your working 
with us faster, easier and less time consuming.
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www.dromon.com

Europe Regional Office
4, Alexandrias Street, Bridge Tower 2nd Floor, 3013 Limassol, Cyprus
Tel.: +357 25 818 020 | Fax: +357 25 818 021 | info@dromon.com


